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Abstract 

Nowadays everything is automated when you send the message or information social 

networking is popular when you want to send bulk information now you are using Google 

drive but Google drive had some that are not sent if it exceeds more than some amount 

space like 15gb and uploading It also takes more time. To avoid I propose a new 

approach i.e Aws S3 it is one of the storage services. It sends bulk amount of information 

by using buckets. the user had to copy the link of the bucket and send to the destination 

the end-user can easily download the data it provides huge amount of data up to 5tb but it 

must follow one strict instruction that is within the regions the storage type here using 

object storage. 
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1. Introduction 
Amazon web service provides three storage techniques. Each storage technique had some 

different functionalities .s3 follow the object storage technique, EBS follows block 

storage technique.EFS follows file storage technique 

1.1 Simple storage service 

Simple storage service one of the services of the AWS domain. The main role of simple 

storage service storage data and retrieve the data storage of data using objects. And it can 

provide the support of the bucket. The bucket can store n number of files and the data 

which is stored that is unstructured manner due to flat-file system structure. When we 

want to host a static website s3 provides the platform to host that is discussed in 

architecture. When we deploy a website using a third party then with the help of ec2 you 

can do that the data which is stored that is 99.9 safe which cannot be leak until you grant 

the public access. And you can send the information any use by activation link. When the 

user click the link then automatically the file is downloaded from the server 

1.2 EBS 

EBS does not need any instance and another feature is volumes are deleted on termination by 

default no need of user presence. If you want to terminate the ebs then you have to enable the 

option called terminated manually. The behavior can be changed by altering deletion on 

termination. it must be at the same availability zone as the instances they are attached to. and we 

can attach multiple ebs volumes to the instance to protect the component the ebs volume is 

automatically replicated in the availability zone. it provides persistence block storage for use with 

amazon ec2 instance in the cloud 

1.3 EFS 

In AWS for easy setup and scale the file storage the AWS provides the AWS efs as services.it is 

available at multiple availability zones within a region. and another advantage is consistency i.e 

read after write. and pay as per the usage of data.it is similar to auto-scaling like grows and shrinks 

when the file is removed. A file system can be accessed concurrently from all AZ’s in the regions 

where it is located.it can be enabled via direct connect or aws VPN   

The remaining storage types discuss in section -2, algorithms how to connect in section-3, 

Architecture  in section-4,result analysis in section-5   

 

2. Storage types 
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AWS provide three different types of storage types one is object storage it is comes under S3, 

Block storage comes under EBS, File storage comes under EFS. 

2.1 Object storage 

The data manage in object-based storage in the form of individual objects instead of blocks.all the 

objects are accessed by using the rest API.it has unlimited scalability because its consist of flat-file 

system and the data is stored in the form of unstructured format  

..Amazon S3 comes under object storage 

2.2 Block storage 

The block storage stores the data within sectors and tracks and it is controlled by as server-based 

os.it is available in the local disk of operating system and it can be partitioned and formatted.it 

storage the devices as a volume.EBS comes under the block storage  

2.3 File storage 
File storage system data is managed in the form of a file hierarchy, and it is mounted via the 

network communication to a client computer. then it is allowing for accessible for reading and 

writing data. Efs come under the file storage   

3.Architecture 

 
 

Step 1 in the datagram shows that content management system tolls are directly produce to s3[5], 

the solution would have been getting by adjusting the tools of content management system and 

output is a target to the s3 bucket 

Step 2 in the datagram is ec2 instance that would store the web site information in the s3 bucket.we 

can host the static web site by using simple buck but ec2 had more efficiency compare to that 

Step-3 is s3[6] cli that is used to send the unified root of the website to s3 bucket that is nothing but 

a static WebHost 

Step-4: HTML file is uploaded in the s3 bucket by using the ec2 instance as the website root 

directory 

Step-5 a datagram is used by the cloud front to improve the response time for the visitors who are 

visiting the website 

Step-6 is invalidated the cache every time when the object is removed that is already created in the 

s3 bucket  

 

4. Algorithm 
Step1: Sign in to your AWS management console. 

Step2: Select S3[1] from storage services. 

Step3: Create an S3 Bucket: 

 a. In the S3[2] dashboard, click Create Bucket.  Enter a bucket name. Bucket names must 

be unique across all existing bucket names in Amazon S3[2]. Then select a region to 

create. Select Next.         
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b. You have many useful options for your S3 bucket includi

Logging, Tags, Object-level Logging

c.You have the ability to set permission settings for your S3 bucket. Leave the default 

values and select Next. 

d.Review your configuration settings and select

Step4: Upload a file 

a.      You will see your new 

name to navigate to the bucket.

b.     You are in your bucket’s home page. Select

c.      To select a file to upload, either click

you would like to store OR

Select Next after you have selected a file to upload.

d.      You have the ability to set permission settings on your object. For this 

tutorial, leave the default values and select

e.      You have the ability to

and metadata with your object. Leave the default values and select

f.      Review your configurations and select

your bucket’s home screen.

Step5: Retrieve the object. 

      a. Select the checkbox next to the file you would like to download, then 

select Download 

step6: delete the object and bucket.

     a. You will first delete your object. Select the checkbox next to the file you want to 

delete and select More select Delete.

     b. Review and confirm the object you want to delete. Select

     c. Click on Amazon S3 to view all your buckets in the region.

     d. Click to the right of the bucket name of the bucket you created to selected it, then 

click Delete. Type in the name of your bucket and click

click on attach. 

 

5 Result  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2:Bucket creation                    

You have many useful options for your S3 bucket including Versioning, Server Access 

level Logging and DefaultEncryption. Select Next. 

c.You have the ability to set permission settings for your S3 bucket. Leave the default 

d.Review your configuration settings and select Create bucket. 

You will see your new bucket in the S3 console. Click on your bucket’s 

name to navigate to the bucket. 

You are in your bucket’s home page. Select Upload 

To select a file to upload, either click Add files and select a sample file that 

you would like to store OR Drag and Drop a file on the upload box. 

after you have selected a file to upload. 

You have the ability to set permission settings on your object. For this 

tutorial, leave the default values and select Next. 

You have the ability to set property settings like storage class, encryption, 

and metadata with your object. Leave the default values and select Next. 

Review your configurations and select Upload. You will see your object in 

your bucket’s home screen. 

a. Select the checkbox next to the file you would like to download, then 

delete the object and bucket. 

a. You will first delete your object. Select the checkbox next to the file you want to 

select Delete. 

Review and confirm the object you want to delete. Select Delete. 

to view all your buckets in the region.  

d. Click to the right of the bucket name of the bucket you created to selected it, then 

elete. Type in the name of your bucket and click Confirm.provide the instance, 

Fig 2:Bucket creation                    Fig 3:File upload share to the user

 

Server Access 

c.You have the ability to set permission settings for your S3 bucket. Leave the default 

bucket in the S3 console. Click on your bucket’s 

and select a sample file that 

You have the ability to set permission settings on your object. For this 

set property settings like storage class, encryption, 

Upload. You will see your object in 

a. You will first delete your object. Select the checkbox next to the file you want to 

d. Click to the right of the bucket name of the bucket you created to selected it, then 

provide the instance, 

Fig 3:File upload share to the user 
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After selecting the services in AWS the s3 bucket first it selects the create bucket and then 

one window will ask the bucket that must unique regionally.then after allowing the public access 

then the bucket is successfully created that is shown in fig 2.then next step click on the bucket then 

you choose the upload then you can upload the content from the system and give the option grant 

public to access the data will successfully created the click on the data one link will appear that is 

shown in fig3. 

6. Conclusion 
Here we choose the s3 for storing the data and how to share the data to multiple no of 

persons. But amazon provides three different storage types we are going for s3due to 

programmatically accessed.EBS delivers high availability block storage volumes for ec2 

instance.it stores data in the file system which retains after the ec2 instance is shutdown. 

Amazon EFS offers scalable file storage also used for ec2.using efs file system, you may 

configure the instance to mount the file system. the main difference between efs and ebs 

is ebs is only accessible for one instance from a particular AWS region, while efs allows 

you to mount the file system across multiple regions.coming to s3 is object storage good 

for storing user files and backups. unlike ebs and efs ,s3 is not limited to ec2.files stored 

in s3 can be programmatically accessed or it can be accessed by services in aws such as 

Cloud Front. So one can choose between efs ,ebs, and s3 it depends on what benefits you 

are looking for or any use case for your workloads. 

7.Future enhancement 
In this paper discusses the storage and security permissions. in the future it can show how 

to implement for static web hosting and practical experiments can be stored by using the 

sage maker.serverless application using lambda. 
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